Closing March

The Marshall leads the closing march. Marshall is continually moving, making one large circle around Chapter Room, and does not stop until she reaches her position at the altar (entering between Eliza and the Altar).

Officers fall in behind the Marshall in such a way that they are in the following order:

Conde, Anna, Conde, Dee, Francis, Chap, Adah, Eliza, Ruth, Martha, Wanda, Esther, Sentinel, Anna, Nation, and Anna Petre.

The Marshall enters labyrinth between Eliza and the Altar, followed by A.C., Francis, Chap, Eliza, Martha, Esther, and Anna Petre. Conductor follows Marshall to Altar but picks off to the north, around altar, followed by the Dee, Adah, Ruth, Wanda, Sentinel and Anna Petre. They meet in a circle around the altar, facing it, with Marshall either
in front of Esther's chair or between Elder & Ruth. Worth Richter & Worth Richter take their positions at the altar.

While in circle, we will repeat the Mizpah Benediction, remove judgments and place on altar. (Judges put on altar at one time.)

Cond. & Assc. Lord, lead their group from behind altar and form circle at the door. The Marshal remains at the altar with the W.M. 

When other officers are in position, Marshal picks up Bible and leads the W.M. and the W.P. out through the official seats.